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Motivation: Decline of Productivity and Public R&D

U.S. total factor productivity (TFP) growth has slowed markedly
since late 1960s (save IT boom of late ’90s, early ’00s)

Slowdown in productivity eerily coincides with public R&D Ó

Not the first to observe this: Gruber and Johnson (2019)

Bloom, Jones, Van Reenen, and Webb (2020): slowdown in
research productivity may be driven by public R&D Ó?

The exact influence of government R&D on TFP is unclear

Growth in public + private R&D capital stocks both closely
track medium-run fluctuations in TFP

Public infrastructure also contributing to TFP (Fernald 1999)

This paper: Investigate the causal nature of longer-term
co-movement between public R&D, private-sector TFP growth, using
a novel narrative instrument for federal R&D funding
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Novel Approach to Studying Public R&D Returns

Undertake a narrative analysis of federal R&D appropriations to
construct exogenous instruments for public R&D capital

Ex ante, R&D policy endogeneity could be a threat

Ex post, it doesn’t matter much in this context...

We estimate responses of productivity/innovation measures to R&D
appropriations, using medium-run local projections (15yr)

We estimate TFP elasticities w.r.t public R&D capital using system
projections-IV (SPIV) framework of Lewis and Mertens (2022)

Public R&D spending is correlated with public infrastructure (known
to influence TFP), so we account for the latter...
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Contribution: Returns to Public R&D?
We know far less about the macroeconomic returns to public R&D
than about returns to private R&D: data availability

Griliches (1979, 1998), Hall, Mairesse, and Mohen (2010)

The private sector will under-invest in basic research because of
knowledge externalities, limited returns R&D Types R&D Funding

Theory: Nelson (1959), Akcigit, Hanley, and Serrano-Velarde (2021)

Practice: Govt invests more in basic research, less in development

We also know far less about the macroeconomic returns to public
R&D than about returns to public infrastructure

Aschauer (1989), Fernald (1999), Ramey (2020)

Our paper: We estimate the returns to publicly funded R&D are
„180-210%, „6-10x higher than estimates for privately funded R&D

Our estimates capture spillovers across industries, social returns...

Public R&D capital has roughly the same contribution to TFP growth
as public infrastructure capital, despite being 1/10th the size of latter
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Outline of Talk

1. Data and measurement of U.S. R&D activity

2. Narrative measures of exogenous variation in public R&D

3. Impulse response of TFP, innovation to appropriations shocks

4. Interpretation of impulse responses and channels

5. Production function and elasticities with public capital

6. Macroeconomic returns to government R&D



Data and Measurement of
U.S. R&D Activity



Main Data Sources for U.S. R&D Activity

NSF Survey of Federal Funds for Research and Development:

Data on funding agency, type (basic/applied/dev), performer...

Available annually since FY1953 or FY1967 from NSF NCSES

We backdate main series to FY1947 using old NSF reports

National Income and Product Accounts:

Gross investment in research & development + software

Construct R&D capital stocks using perpetual inventory method,
following Fernald (2012)

Construct stocks for other types of public capital (eg, structures)
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Government and Private R&D Expenditures/GDP

Publicly Funded Privately Funded



Composition of the Public Capital Stock



Brief Overview of Narrative Analysis:
Fieldhouse and Mertens (2022)



Overview of Our Narrative Analysis of Federal R&D

We analyze R&D appropriations for five major federal agencies:

Department of Defense (DoD): FY1947-2019

Department of Energy* (DoE): FY1947-2019

National Institutes of Health (NIH): FY1947-2019

National Science Foundation (NSF): FY1952-2019

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA):
FY1957-2019

*Atomic Energy Commission, Energy Research and Development Administration

These 5 agencies account for 85-95% of all federal R&D funds
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R&D Expenditures by Federal Agencies

Share of Federal R&D by Type Share of Federal R&D by Agency



Narrative Analysis Methodology

We proceed as follows:

1. Quantify appropriations actually enacted for all R&D accounts,
for each agency, fiscal year (FY), using U.S. Budget appendices

2. Identify “significant” shock years (at least +5% or -2.5%) from
annual changes in real appropriations for agency, FY

3. Analyze budgetary, economic context, legislative intent for each
significant annual change in R&D appropriations

4. Classify each significant R&D appropriations shock as either
exogenous or endogenous

We analyze 254 appropriations changes by agency, fiscal year

Primary and Secondary Sources Narrative Identification Lit.
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The Sputnik Shock to Federal R&D

The Soviet Union launched Sputnik 1 on October 4, 1957

“Sputnik crisis” terrified U.S. policymakers, who responded quickly
(and with $$$) to a perceived technology gap...

(Defense) Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is
created on February 7, 1958

NASA is created on July 29, 1958

Real nondefense R&D per capita: +100% in four years

Real government R&D per capita: +34% in four years

Government R&D Spending/GDP Other Shocks to Federal R&D
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Narrative Measures of Federal R&D Appropriations

Nondefense Agencies Defense Agencies

DoE: Nondefense NASA NIH NSF Nondefense ex. NASA



Addressing Cross Correlation of Narrative Measures

Wrinkle: Exogenous changes in appropriations for defense and
nondefense R&D are positively correlated (corr=0.42)

We orthogonalized the defense, nondefense narrative R&D measures
w.r.t one another, defined as the residual zit in the following regression:

∆aexo,it

Ki
t´4

“ ai ` bi
∆aexo,´i

t

K´i
t´4

` zit , i “ D,ND

where

∆aexo,it is the exogenous changes in appropriations for
i “ D,ND (defense, nondefense) in quarter t

Ki
t´4 is the real government R&D capital stock in that budget

category four quarters earlier
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Benchmark Local Projection
Regression Framework



Benchmark Local Projection Regression Framework

yt`h “ch ` γhz
i
t `

p
ÿ

j“1

βj
h ln ait´j `

p
ÿ

j“1

δjhyt´j `

p
ÿ

j“1

ζj1h x t´j ` vt`h

where

yt`h is the outcome variable of interest at horizon h
(expressed as a 4-quarter backward moving average)

zit are the R&D innovations for budget category i “ D,ND

γ̂h is estimated impulse response of interest at horizon h

ln ait´j is the (log) cumulated sum of all past real dollar changes
in R&D appropriations in category i

x t´j is a vector of lagged macroeconomic controls

vt`h is the residual at forecast horizon h

Iteratively estimated for h “ 0, 1, ..., 60 over 1947Q1-2022Q4
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Lagged Controls in Benchmark Regression Framework

The vector of lagged macroeconomic controls, xt´j , includes:

1. Past R&D Expenditure: Both the business-sector and
government R&D capital stocks (in logs) R&D Capital Stocks

2. Stock Returns: Cumulative real stock market returns for high
tech, manufacturing, health industries

Predictive for TFP: Fama (1990), Beaudry and Portier (2006)

3. Cyclical Indicator: We use the capacity utilization rate from
Fernald (2014), robust to alt., e.g., unemployment...

Cyclical shocks can have a persistent influence on TFP: Comin
and Gertler (2006), Bianchi et al. (2019)

4. Defense News Shocks: Ramey and Zubairy (2018)

Benchmark specification: 4 quarterly lags of controls (p “ 4)
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Impulse Responses of TFP, Innovation
Measures to R&D Appropriations Shocks



Response of Public R&D Capital Stock to Shocks

Nondefense Innovation Defense Innovation

*HAR confidence bands are for 68%, 95% levels, based on Lazarus et al. (2018)



Response of Business-Sector TFP to Shocks

Nondefense Innovation Defense Innovation

*Impulses are scaled to imply a 1% peak increase in public R&D capital stock

Role of Narrative Classification



Response of Productivity Measures to Nondefense R&D

Labor Productivity Potential Output

*Impulses are scaled to imply a 1% peak increase in public R&D capital stock



Response of R&D Labor Force to Nondefense R&D

Scientific Researchers (FTE)* STEM PhD Recipients**

*Based on Bloom et al. (2020)

**Based on NSF Survey of Earned Doctorates, Historical Statistics of the U.S.



Response of Innovation Measures to Nondefense R&D

Patent Innovation Index* Technology Books**

*Cascaldi-Garcia and Vukotic (2022) based on Kogan et al. (2017)

**Quarterly interpolation based on Alexopoulos (2011)



Interpreting Impulse Responses to
Public R&D Innovations



Interpreting Impulse Responses to Public R&D

The interpretation of the response of TFP to R&D innovations hinges
on how these shocks affect other determinants of TFP

e.g., private R&D, public infrastructure...

We estimate decompositions of impulse responses to the total real
R&D capital stock, Ktot

t , using the following Tornqvist index
approximation of log changes:

∆ lnKtot
t «

ÿ

j

sjt ` s
j
t´1

2
∆ lnKj

t

where

Kj
t is capital in category j in constant dollars (eg, private)

Kn,j
t is capital in category j in current dollars

sjt denotes the nominal share of category j (Kn,j{Kn,tot)
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Decomposition of Total R&D Response by Performer

Nondefense Innovation Defense Innovation

*Response scaled to imply a $1 peak increase in nondefense/defense R&D capital



Decomposition of Public Capital Stock Response

Nondefense Innovation Defense Innovation

*Response scaled to imply a $1 peak increase in nondefense/defense R&D capital



Decomposition of Federal R&D Response by Type

Nondefense Innovation Defense Innovation

*Response scaled to imply a $1 ($2012) peak increase in federal R&D expenditures



Estimating Elasticities and Returns to
Government R&D



Production Function Augmented for Public Capital

We model quarterly business-sector output growth with the aggregate
production function in first differences:

∆ft “ α1t∆mt ` ηt∆qt ` φt∆kt `∆νt (1)

where

ft is the log of real business-sector output

mt collects all business-sector capital (physical, R&D) and labor
inputs (in logs)

qt is the log of public infrastructure capital

kt is the log of the government R&D capital stock

α1, η, φ are production function elasticities for inputs

νt is technological progress net of public capital growth



Estimating the Elasticity of TFP to Public R&D
Defining ∆tfpt “ ∆ft ´ α

1
t∆mt ´ εt, and assuming constant

elasticities with respect to public capital, (1) can be rewritten as

∆tfpt “ η∆qt ` φ∆kt `∆wt , ∆wt “ ∆νt ` εt , Er∆wts “ 0

where

∆tfpt is utilization-adjusted business-sector TFP growth

εt is measurement error (not necessarily in classical sense)

Treating η as known (ηl, ηm, ηh from Ramey 2020), we define

∆Ątfpt “ φt∆kt `∆wt

where ∆Ątfpt “ ∆tfpt ´ η∆qt is TFP growth adjusted for the
productivity effects of changes in public infrastructure

This is our structural estimation equation for φ:

∆Ątfpt “ φ∆kt `∆wt
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SP-IV Estimation of Government R&D Elasticities

We use the SP-IV regression framework from Lewis and Mertens
(2022) to estimate elasticities of government R&D:

We use the exogenous R&D innovations as IV for Ątfpt and ∆kt

Essentially regressing the impulse response of Ątfpt on the
impulse response of the public R&D capital stock

The SP-IV estimator captures an average effect, significance over
our 60-quarter impulse response horizon

SPIV Illustrated





Regression for direct estimates of returns



Contribution of Public Investment to TFP Growth

Low Infrastructure Elasticity High Infrastructure Elasticity



Contribution of Public Investment to TFP by Sample



Conclusion



Summary of Results: Big Kick from Nondefense R&D

Exogenous nondefense R&D innovations predict a significant, often
persistent increase in measures of productivity and innovation

Scaled to a 1% shock to public R&D capital, zND
t predicts:

utilization-adjusted TFP rises 0.1-0.35% over 8+ years

business-sector labor productivity rises 0.1-0.35% over 4+ years

potential output rises 0.1-0.3% over 7+ years

increases in scientific researchers, new science PhDs, new patents...

Nondefense R&D appropriations have a huge rate of return

Estimated TFP elasticity w.r.t nondefense R&D = 0.12

Estimated return to nondefense R&D = 180-210%

Unlike defense R&D, which crowds out basic/applied research...

Public R&D + public infrastructure each account for „20-25% of
business-sector TFP growth since WWII, public R&D is way smaller
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Back to Intro Back to Controls



Back to Intro Back to Sputnik



Glossary: Standard Definitions of Types of R&D

Basic research: “In basic research the objective of the sponsoring agency is
to gain more complete knowledge or understanding of the fundamental
aspects of phenomena and of observable facts, without specific applications
toward processes or products in mind”

Applied research: “In applied research the objective of the sponsoring
agency is to gain knowledge or understanding necessary for determining the
means by which a recognized need may be met”

Development: “Development is systematic use of the knowledge or
understanding gained from research, directed toward the production of
useful materials, devices, systems, or methods, including design and
development of prototypes, and processes...”

Source: NSF (2022) and OECD (2015)

Back to Intro Back to Share of Federal R&D by Type

https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/fedfunds/glossary/def.htm


Public vs. Private R&D Dollars by Type of Research

Public/Private Private/Public

Averaging over 1953-2019, the government spent $2.53 on basic
research for every dollar spent by the private sector, versus $0.71 on
applied research and $0.40 on development (in $2012)
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Narrative Analysis Data Sources

Analyze primary, secondary sources for each agency, fiscal year:

Congressional committee reports, hearings (ProQuest)

Budget of the U.S. Government

Budget Message of the President

State of the Union Addresses

Presidential signing statements, speeches

CQ Almanac, NYT, WaPo, Politico...

Back



Narrative Approach to Identification

Monetary policy shocks

Friedman and Schwartz (’63), Romer and Romer (’89, ’04),

Cloyne and Hürtgen (’16)

Oil supply shocks

Hamilton (’83), Kilian (’08)

Military spending shocks

Ramey and Shapiro (’98), Ramey (’11), Ramey and Zubairy (’18)

Tax policy shocks

Romer and Romer (’10), Mertens and Ravn (’13), Cloyne (’13)

Agency mortgage purcahse shocks

Fieldhouse and Mertens (’17)
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What Triggers Big Swings in Federal R&D?
Evolving national security concerns

WWII, Korean War, Sputnik 1, Vietnam War, Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, Cold War “peace dividend,” 9/11, nuclear arms proliferation

Arms control treaties

Anti-ballistic missle (ABM) treaty, NPT, SALT I, START I/II, INF

Geopolitical events, initiatives

Atoms for Peace, space race/moon landing, OPEC oil embargo,
SEI/International Space Station, human genome project

New public health crises

Nixon’s war on cancer, HIV/AIDS crisis, Covid-19

Budget austerity/deficit reduction

Anti-inflationary restraint of 1970s, Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1993, Budget Control Act of 2011, sequestration cuts

Recessions, supply shocks

Department of Energy Organization Act of 1977, Recovery Act of 2009

Back Nondefense R&D Per Capita + Events Defense R&D Per Capita + Events
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Changes in Nondefense R&D Appropriations Per Capita
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Changes in Defense R&D Appropriations Per Capita
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Changes in Nondefense Energy Appropriations
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Changes in NASA Appropriations
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Changes in NIH Appropriations
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Changes in NSF Appropriations
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Changes in Nondefense Appropriations Ex. NASA
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Role of Narrative Classification

Nondefense Agencies Defense Agencies
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Simple Illustration of the SPIV Estimator

Response of Ątfpt Response of kt
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Regression for Direct Estimates of Public R&D Returns

Define the net rate of return on government R&D as

ρnt “ ρt ´ δt

where

ρt “ φtYt{Kt is the gross return

Kt{Yt is the government R&D capital stock/output ratio

δt is the depreciation rate of government R&D capital

Using ∆kt « pKt ´Kt´1q{Kt´1 and substituting yields

∆Ątfpt “ ρ
∆Kt

Yt
`∆wt

Which we estimate via SPIV, now instrumenting ∆Kt

Yt
with zit
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Contribution to TFP: Low Infrastructure η “ 0.065
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Contribution to TFP: High Infrastructure η “ 0.39
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